Mean, Median, Mode & Range

Find the mean, median, mode and range in each problem.

1) The number of students who participated in the inter-school sports meet from grade I to grade VIII are the following.

71, 54, 48, 46, 54, 45, 20, 62

Mean : _____  Median : _____  Mode : _____  Range : _____

2) The number of words Kay typed in her typing classes in 12 attempts are given below.

60, 63, 65, 65, 67, 71, 55, 52, 56, 59, 61, 72

Mean : _____  Median : _____  Mode : _____  Range : _____

3) The average depth of lakes in Australia, West China sea, Hudson bay, Andaman sea, Greenland sea are the following.

8.4, 4.9, 1.9, 1.3, 8.6

Mean : _____  Median : _____  Mode : _____  Range : _____

4) The number of messages in the spam folder and starred folder and sent message are the following.

94, 65, 50, 75, 5, 58, 72, 62

Mean : _____  Median : _____  Mode : _____  Range : _____

5) The average length (in minutes) of a Major League Baseball game from the year 2000 to 2007 is the following.

178, 174, 172, 166, 166, 166, 166, 171

Mean : _____  Median : _____  Mode : _____  Range : _____